Areas, Units, Programs (and Managers)

**Academic Affairs – Ramirez, Laura**

**Arts & Cultural Programs – Linsell, Grant**
- Animation - Dawson, David
- Art History - Lynch, Sheila
- **Arts – Griffith, Margaret. PR**
- Graphic Design - Gardos, Alexander
- Music - Livingston, Jannine
- Photography - Hansen, Chris
- Theatre - Korf, William

**Behavioral and Social Sciences - Green, Rebecca**
- Anthropology - Wetsman, Adam
- Chicano/a Studies - Mora, Juana
- **Child Development Center/Lab School – Gethers, Shireetha PR**
- Child Development/Education - Lynch, Kelly **PR**
- Economics - Javanmard, Mike
- History - Valdivia, Irma
- Human Services/Drug Studies - Barman, Kevin
- Humanities - Gonzalez, Hector
- Philosophy - Preston, Ted
- Political Science – Young, Colin
- Psychology - Padgett, Vernon
- Sociology - Juarez, Melissa
- Study Abroad - Wetsman, Adam

**Business – Runkle, Gita**
- **Accounting – Cha, Janet PR**
- Business Management - Blackmun, Eugene
- Computer Information Technology Systems - Rios, Rodolfo

**Career Technical Education - Slavich, Mike**
- ACEDD - Halvorson, Gary
- Auto Tech & ATT Center - Frala, John
- Automotive Technology Baccalaureate Degree – Tomory, Steve
- CTE Transitions - Romo, Claudia
- Electronics - Lindy, David
- Geographic Information Systems – Roberts, Warren
- **Heavy Equipment Maintenance – Dornean, Marius PR**
- Hospitality - TBD
- Welding - Tomory, Steve

**Communications & Languages - Mecom, Alice**
- English & Literature - Eckstrom, Marie
- English as a New Language (ENLA) - Okamoto, Tyler
- Languages - Llerena, Lydia
- Learning Assistance Center - Mata, Moises
- Mass Communications - Carrera, Wendy
- **Reading & Vocabulary – Sloniger, Wells PR**
- Speech – Acevedo, Lisette
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Grant Development and Management - Brehm, Michaela
   Grant Development and Management - Brehm, Michaela

Health Sciences – Page, Catherine
   Associate Degree Nursing (ADN) Program – Tang, Suzanne
   Entry Level Nursing - Cheung, Angela
   Orthopedic Technology – Perreault, Frank
   Nutrition - TBD
   Vocational Nursing Program (LVN) - TBD

Honors Transfer Program – Juarez, Melissa
   Honors Transfer Program – Juarez, Melissa

Instructional Operations - Slavich, Mike
   Instructional Operations - Slavich, Mike

Kinesiology, Dance & Athletics - Hebert, Steve
   Athletics - Urquidi, Bianca
   Dance - Cartagena, Alyson
   Kinesiology – Smith, Stephen

Library – Linsell, Grant
   Library – Linsell, Grant

Mathematics, Sciences & Engineering - Priest, Vann
   Astronomy - Rhee, Joseph
   Biology Majors - Keller, Terry
   Chemistry - Leung, Allen
   Environmental Technology/Science –
   General Education Biology - Cummings, Fran
   Geography - Mindes, Aimee
   Geology - Forrest, Michael
   Math – English, Cameron PR
   Mesa Program - Spieler, Gisela
   Physics and Engineering – Vaca, Chris
   Pre-Health Science – Ribaya, Jay & Spencer, Shelly

Office of Online Education – Senk, Jodi
   Office of Online Education – Senk, Jodi

Public Safety – Yokoyama, Mark
   Administration of Justice – Kimber, George
   Fire Technology - Rickman, Tracy
   Homeland Security – Flores, Ygnacio

Student Success and Retention – Salazar, Barbara
   Student Success and Retention - Salazar, Barbara PR

Finance & Business – Ligioso, Yulian

   Contract Management & Vendor Services - Sarao, Felix
      Bookstore - Bookstore, Rio
      Contract Management - Sarao, Felix
      Duplicating & Printing - Sarao, Felix
      Food Service - Sarao, Felix
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Mailroom - Sarao, Felix  PR
Warehouse - Sarao, Felix

Facilities – Johnson, Felicia
Custodial – Lopez, George
Grounds – Johnson, Felicia  PR
Maintenance & Operations – Johnson, Felicia  PR
Risk Management and Emergency Preparedness – Johnson, Felicia
Safety & Security – Johnson, Felicia

Finance & Accounting - Kibui, Stephen
Accounts Payable - Kibui, Stephen
Budget Development & Control - Rassmy, Mohamed
College Cashier & AR – Kibui, Stephen
General Accounting – Kibui, Stephen  PR
Grant Finance – Kibui, Stephen
Payroll - Kibui, Stephen

Information & Technology Services - Van Voorhis, Gary
Audio Visual Support - Moneros, Carlos
Desktop Services, Training, and Support - Ozima, Paul
Network/Infrastructure Support - Vuong, Van  PR
Software Support - Wu, Edward

President - Dreyfuss, Teresa

Continuing Education/Contract Education – Emerson Yolanda
Continuing Education – Emerson, Yolanda
Contract Education – Emerson, Yolanda

Educational Centers - Emerson, Yolanda
El Monte Education Center (EMEC) - Emerson, Yolanda
Pico Rivera Education Center - Emerson, Yolanda
South Whittier Education Center (SWEC) - Emerson, Yolanda

Government and Community Relations - Castaneda-Calleros, Russell
Government and Community Relations - Castaneda-Calleros, Russell  PR

Human Resources - Nashua, Loy
Equal Employment Opportunity - Nashua, Loy
Human Resources - Nashua, Loy
Staff Development – O’Brien, Katie

Institutional Research & Planning – Rocha, Cecilia (Acting Dean)
Research & Planning - Sass, James

Marketing & Communications - Retana, Ruthie
Marketing & Communications - Retana, Ruthie
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Student Services - Gee, Henry

Admissions & Records - Unger, Leigh Ann
- Admissions & Records - Unger, Leigh Ann PR

Counseling and Student Equity - Chavez, Lisa (Interim Dean)
- Center for Career and Re-Entry Services - Waugh, Christine
- Counseling - Pichardo, Dorali
- Counseling Center - Rivera, Mary
- Pathway to Law School – Martinez, Angelica
- Puente - Huiquez, Jorge
- Transfer Center - Lara, Jose PR

Student Affairs – Kirkwood, Alisia (Interim Dean)
- CalWORKS - Ramirez, Michelle
- DSPS - Matsui, Mark
- EOPS - Griffiths, Heba
- Foster/Kinship Care Education - Lopez, Deborah
- Guardian Scholars - Saenz, Marisela
- PASS Programs – Beza, Brenda
- Student Health & Psychological Services - Sanchez, Denna
- Student Life and Leadership - Phillips, Shaina

Student Success – Castro, Melba
- Assessment – Henderson, Edward
- Financial Aid - Gutierrez-Sandoval, Yvonne
- First Year Success Center – Henderson, Edward
- Outreach & Educational Partnerships – Sotelo, Angela
- Veterans Services - Castaneda, Arely PR

October 24, 2018